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Abstract

Paper 1 in this series (Lockwood et al., 2018a, https://doi.org/10.1029/2018SW001856)
showed that the power input into the magnetosphere Pα is an ideal coupling function for predicting
geomagnetic “range” indices that are strongly dependent on the substorm current wedge and that the
optimum coupling exponent α is 0.44 for all averaging timescales, τ, between 1 min and 1 year. The
present paper explores the implications of these results. It is shown that the form of the distribution of Pα
at all averaging timescales τ is set by the interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld orientation factor via the nature of
solar wind-magnetosphere coupling (due to magnetic reconnection in the dayside magnetopause) and
that at τ = 3 hr (the timescale of geomagnetic range indices) the normalized Pα (divided by its annual
mean, that is, <Pα >τ=3hr /<Pα >τ=1yr) follows a Weibull distribution with k of 1.0625 and λ of 1.0240. This
applies to all years to a useful degree of accuracy. It is shown that exploiting the constancy of
this distribution and using annual means to predict the full distribution gives the probability of space
weather events in the largest 10% and 5% to within uncertainties of magnitude 10% and 12%,
respectively, at the one sigma level.

Plain Language Summary This is another step toward constructing a climatology describing the
statistics of how space weather has varied over the past 400 years. This climatology will be valuable in the
design of systems vulnerable to space weather. Previous work has showed that the probability of an event of
a given magnitude occurring in any 1 year can be predicted from average activity levels in that year. This is an
approximate but extremely valuable result that helps us understand the occurrence of events before the
space age—however, it is a result that would be more valuable and could be used with greater conﬁdence if
we understood why it applies. This paper provides us with that understanding.
1. Introduction
In Paper 1 (Lockwood et al., 2018a) in this series, it was established that the power input into the magnetosphere, Pα, computed from near-Earth interplanetary data using the physics-based formulation of Vasyliunas
et al. (1982), is highly correlated with both the am geomagnetic index over a range of averaging timescales τ
between a 3 hr and 1 year, with an optimum coupling function of α = 0.44. In addition, the SME auroral index
was used to show that this also applies down to τ = 1 min. (Note that allowance for response lag is required at
these higher time resolutions to account for the effect of energy storage in the geomagnetic tail and its subsequent release during the substorm cycle.) The averaging timescale employed is an important, but often
overlooked, consideration in solar wind-magnetosphere coupling studies yet its effects on behavior and conclusions can be considerable (Badruddin & Aslam, 2013; Finch & Lockwood, 2007). In the current paper, we
study the distribution of 3-hourly Pα values (τ = 3 hr) and investigate why it has the form that it does. The reasons for studying this distribution are associated with reconstructions of past space weather conditions (see
sections 1.1–1.3 below), which exploit an important empirical result—namely, that the annual distributions of
values of various space weather parameters, X, averaged over an interval τ and divided by their annual mean,
<X > τ /<X >τ=1yr, are surprisingly constant over time (Lockwood et al., 2017; Lockwood, Owens, et al., 2018).
This is an extremely valuable result, but one which would have greater predictive power (and in which we
could have greater conﬁdence) if we understood why it applies and what its limitations are. In Paper 3 of this
series (Lockwood et al., 2018b), we study the evolution of the distribution of Pα with τ from the 3 hr studied
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here up to τ = 1 year. Together, these papers supply much of the understanding of the empirical result that
we are searching for.
1.1. Space Climate: Reconstructions of Annual Means of Space Weather Parameters
Recent years have seen the development of reconstructions of past annual mean conditions in near-Earth
space. These have been made from historic solar and geomagnetic observations, interpreted using understanding derived from modern measurements made by spacecraft and solar magnetographs. Initially, these
reconstructions employed single or multiple regression ﬁts of coincident data, but they have subsequently
grown more complex and now also employ physical understanding and model simulations and have been
checked using independent data sets, such as observed abundances of cosmogenic isotopes found in terrestrial reservoirs. The ﬁrst attempt to reconstruct the interplanetary conditions of the past was made by
Feynman and Crooker (1978) who used the geomagnetic aa index, which extends back to 1868. This index
is based on the range of variation in the horizontal component of the geomagnetic ﬁeld in 3-hr windows
(as introduced by Bartels et al., 1932) and has, like all such “range” indices, an approximately square-law
dependence on the speed of the solar wind impinging on Earth, VSW (see Lockwood, 2013). However, on
annual timescales, aa also depends on the near-Earth interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF) ﬁeld strength, B,
changes in which therefore also contribute to its long-term drift. Feynman and Crooker considered various
combination scenarios of B and Vsw, including assuming that B was constant, in order to derive a long-term
variation in VSW. The ﬁrst separation of these two factors was made by Lockwood et al. (1999) who used the
relationship between the 27-day recurrence of aa and the annual mean VSW to remove the dependence on
VSW. Rather than computing the near-Earth IMF B, Lockwood et al. evaluated the open solar ﬂux (OSF, a global
parameter, being the total magnetic ﬂux leaving the top of the solar corona, whereas B is a local parameter as
it only applies to the near-Earth heliosphere). In order to achieve this, these authors used the Ulysses result
that the radial component of the heliospheric ﬁeld is largely independent of heliographic latitude (Balogh
et al., 1992; Lockwood et al., 2004; Owens et al., 2008; Smith & Balogh, 1995). Solanki et al. (2000) reproduced
the OSF variation deduced by Lockwood et al. using the global OSF continuity equation, with sunspot
number quantifying the global OSF production rate and with a constant fractional loss rate. This model has
subsequently been developed, reﬁned, and used many times (Asvestari et al., 2017; Demetrescu et al., 2010;
Goelzer et al., 2013; Karoff et al., 2015; Lean et al., 2002; Lockwood, 2003; Lockwood & Owens, 2014a,
2014b; Mackay & Lockwood, 2002; Mackay et al., 2002; Owens et al., 2011; Owens & Lockwood, 2012;
Rahmanifard et al., 2017; Schrijver et al., 2002; Solanki et al., 2002; Steinhilber et al., 2010; Usoskin et al.,
2002; Vieira & Solanki, 2010; Wang et al., 2002, 2005; Wang & Sheeley, 2002, 2013). The continuity model allows
us to reconstruct the annual mean OSF variation using sunspot number as a proxy for the OSF emergence rate.
Hence, the OSF variation depends on the integral of the sunspot number and will only be inﬂuenced by
relatively long-lived differences between the sunspot series employed. Over the interval for which we have
reliable and homogeneous geomagnetic data (circa 1845 to present), almost identical results are obtained
using the various sunspot number composites available, and all give good matches to the geomagnetic
OSF reconstruction (Lockwood, Owens, Barnard, & Usoskin, 2016; Owens et al., 2016a). However, before
1845 the divergence of the various sunspot number reconstruction is greater and this does introduce changes
to the derived OSF variation, particularly between the Maunder and Dalton minima (i.e., between about 1710
and 1790; Lockwood, Owens, Barnard, & Usoskin, 2016; Owens et al., 2016b).
The continuity model applies to OSF but has also been used to derive reconstructions of the near-Earth IMF, B
(e.g., Rahmanifard et al., 2017), which requires understanding of how OSF and B are related. It is often
assumed, either explicitly or implicitly, that the two are linearly related (e.g., Svalgaard & Cliver, 2010). In fact,
proportionality is a much better assumption than linearity as it avoids the nonsensical possibility of a nonzero, near-Earth IMF B when its source, the OSF, is 0: Assuming linearity yields a false “ﬂoor” minimum value
to B (the intercept value). An assumption of proportionality was made in the analytic equations used in the
ﬁrst reconstruction of OSF by Lockwood et al. (1999)—however, this could be done only because the
difference between the real OSF-B relation and the assumed proportional one was accounted for in
the regressions that were then used to derive OSF from the data (Lockwood & Owens, 2011). In general, there
are two competing effects that make the OSF-B relationship more complex than either proportional or linear:
For a given OSF, the near-Earth heliospheric magnetic ﬁeld (hereafter called the IMF) will decrease with
increasing VSW because of the unwinding of the Parker spiral. Second, as the mean VSW increases its
LOCKWOOD ET AL.
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longitudinal structure also increases, which enhances kinematic “folding” of open ﬁeld lines, increasing B for a
given OSF (Lockwood et al., 2009a, 2009b; Lockwood & Owens, 2009; Owens, Lockwood, Riley, & Linker, 2017).
The resulting relationship of OSF and B has been studied by Lockwood and Owens (2011) and Lockwood et al.
(2014) and allows us to employ the continuity model, which can only apply to a global parameter such as OSF
and not to a local one such as B, to model past variations of the near-Earth IMF B from sunspot numbers.
Svalgaard and Cliver (2005) developed their Inter-Diurnal Variation (IDV) geomagnetic index from Bartels’
u-index (Bartels, 1932) and noted that it depended on B, with very little inﬂuence of VSW. Indeed, several
indices constructed from hourly mean geomagnetic data have this property, whereas range indices depend
on both B and VSW (Lockwood, 2013). This is a very important result as it means that combinations of different
indices can be used to derive both B and VSW. The long-term variation of B that was derived by Svalgaard and
Cliver (2005) was questioned by Lockwood et al. (2006) because their analysis employed nonrobust regression
procedures and also because it ﬁlled large data gaps in the observed IMF and solar wind speed time series
with interpolated values. (As demonstrated in Paper 1, Lockwood et al., 2018a, a much more reliable option
is to mask out the geomagnetic data during data gaps when the interplanetary data are missing, Finch &
Lockwood, 2007). However, the insight provided by Svalgaard and Cliver is extremely valuable: Rouillard
et al. (2007) used it in their reconstruction of both B and VSW, and Lockwood et al. (2014) used four different
pairings of different indices to derive both (as well as the OSF), with a full Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis,
back to 1845. Once the distinction between OSF and near-Earth IMF B is allowed for, there is a growing convergence between the different geomagnetic reconstructions of heliospheric parameters (Lockwood &
Owens, 2011) and also with those from cosmogenic isotopes (Asvestari et al., 2017; Asvestari & Usoskin,
2016; Owens et al., 2016b).
Svalgaard and Cliver (2010) extended the geomagnetic reconstructions back to 1835 using Bartels’ work on
diurnal variations. However, this results in a data series that is not homogeneous and Lockwood et al.
(2014) argue that geomagnetic reconstructions are only reliable for 1845 onward. What is certain is that the
start date cannot be before 1832, when Gauss introduced the ﬁrst properly calibrated magnetometer. To
extend the series before the start of reliable geomagnetic data, we have to employ the models based on sunspot number and the OSF continuity equation. These models can be run from the start of regular telescopic
sunspot observations in 1612. Lockwood and Owens (2014a) extended the OSF modeling to compute the
OSF in the both the streamer belt and in coronal holes and so computed the streamer belt width. The results
match well the streamer belt width derived from historic eclipse images (Owens, Lockwood, & Riley 2017).
From this, and from modern magnetograph observations of the streamer belt width, Lockwood and Owens
(2014b) made deductions about the annual solar wind speeds during the Maunder minimum. The reconstructed streamer belt width and OSF were used by Owens, Lockwood, and Riley (2017), in conjunction with
30 years’ output from a data-constrained magnetohydrodynamic model of the solar corona based on magnetograph data, to reconstruct VSW, B and solar wind number density, NSW from sunspot observations. From
these reconstructions, annual means of power input into the magnetosphere, Pα, have been computed by
Lockwood et al. (2017).
1.2. The Use of Annual Means in Space Climate Reconstructions
There are a number of reasons that all of the reconstructions discussed in section 1.1 have been restricted to
annual means. The ﬁrst, but least compelling, reason is that the correlations exploited to make the reconstructions are higher for annual means than for data of higher time resolution. This is, at least in part, caused
by the cancelation of observation noise in the annual means, but there are also some systematic variations
that are averaged out. For example, there is a seasonal variation in the ionospheric conductivities inﬂuencing
any one geomagnetic observatory (Finch, 2008; Koyama et al., 2014; Nagatsuma, 2006; Wallis & Budzinski,
1981). In the aa index, this effect is reduced by averaging data from two sites, one in each hemisphere,
but better cancelation of seasonal effects is achieved by the ap index with its greater number of stations
and the use of conversion tables that allow for season. However, there is still a remnant annual variation in
ap because the sites are not distributed uniformly or equally in the two hemispheres (Finch, 2008) and the
am index provides a much ﬂatter time-of-day and time-of-year response pattern because of its more even
geographical distribution of stations. Other systematic annual variations are introduced by the effects of
Earth’s dipole tilt and the variation of the Earth’s heliographic latitude over the year (see Lockwood,
Owens, Barnard, Bentley, et al., 2016, and references therein).
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However, the fundamental limit that prevents the Pα reconstructions being of higher time resolution than
annual is the importance of orientation of the near-Earth IMF in driving geomagnetic activity. This issue
has been discussed by Lockwood (2013) and Lockwood et al. (2017). It is well known that on short
timescales, because of the dominant role of magnetic reconnection, the coupled magnetosphereionosphere-thermosphere responds to the polarity and magnitude of the southward component of the
IMF (in a suitable frame oriented with respect to the geomagnetic ﬁeld axis, such as geocentric solar magnetospheric, GSM). As discussed in Paper 1 (Lockwood et al., 2018a), there are two time constants of
response. The ﬁrst is the directly driven system, which responds on a timescale of order a few minutes.
The other response is the storage-unloading system, whereby the directly driven ﬂows store magnetic ﬂux
and energy in the magnetospheric tail which is released and deposited in the nightside auroral ionosphere
and thermosphere via the substorm current wedge. This generates a second response after a delay of
between about 30 and 60 min. The polarity of the southward ﬁeld component rarely remains constant
for more than about 1 hr (Hapgood et al., 1991) and is always ﬂuctuating under the inﬂuence of transient
events such as coronal mass ejections, corotating interaction regions, smaller-scale stream-stream interactions, and turbulence (see review by Lockwood, Owens, Barnard, Bentley, et al., 2016, and references
therein). There is very little historical evidence available that could be exploited further to improve reconstructions of timescales shorter than annual means. Matthes et al. (2017) have used the (extended) aa index
to improve time resolution back to 1845 (with consideration of the known limitations of aa) and provide a set
of plausible scenarios for the Dalton and Maunder minima which occurred before this date. Another potential
source of daily information is auroral observations (Kataoka et al., 2017; Legrand & Simon, 1987; Silverman,
1992). However, there are severe complications introduced by (1) the great differences between observing
sites in the annual variations in hours of darkness and its effect on observation probability, (2) the effect of
both secular drift in the Earth’s ﬁeld and of human migration on the numbers of people available to record
sightings at latitudes where aurorae occur most frequently, (3) secular change in cloud cover at a given site,
(4) the social factors that make recording of sightings fashionable and accurate, (5) subsequent loss of data
through catastrophic events such as ﬁres and wars, and (6) the increased use of street lighting in centers of
population (Lockwood & Barnard, 2015). Alternatively, and only after a great deal of further research, it may
become possible to also use modeling of the solar corona, and its extension into the heliosphere, based on
daily sunspot numbers; however, such applications remain in the future.
None of these possibilities is viable at the present time and so there is no source of historic information on
IMF orientation at subannual times that can be applied back to the Maunder minimum. Hence, the interplanetary time series, and their terrestrial space weather responses, cannot be reconstructed. The only solution is
to average out the ﬂuctuations in IMF orientation, such that only a dependence on the IMF magnitude, B,
remains (Lockwood, 2013). Averaging over sufﬁciently long intervals reduces the IMF orientation factor to
an approximately constant factor. Lockwood et al. (2017) show that employing a single, overall average value
for an IMF orientation factor in GSM causes only a 4% error in annual means (as opposed to 10% error for
27-day means and a 42% error for 1-day means).
1.3. Space Climatology: Reconstructions of Distributions of Space Weather Parameters
From the discussion in section 1.2, it is apparent that we cannot, for the time being at least, construct a time
series of data at subannual resolution to study the space weather conditions far enough into the past to cover
grand minimum conditions. However, this does not mean that we cannot construct a space weather climatology, giving the probability of events exceeding a certain size, by reconstructing the probability distribution
functions (PDFs) of space weather parameters. In this area, a surprising and powerful new empirical result has
recently emerged: The annual distributions of many space weather indices for a given averaging timescale, τ,
as a ratio of its annual mean, (i.e., the PDFs of <X >τ /<X >1yr for a generic space weather index X) are remarkably constant for a given τ. The distributions are quite close to lognormal at all τ but the variance decreases
with increasing τ (i.e., the distribution becomes more Gaussian-like). Lockwood et al. (2017) showed this result
held for daily means (τ = 1 day) during the space age of the power input into the magnetosphere, Pα, and of
the ap geomagnetic index. This is despite the fact that the relative contributions to geomagnetic activity of
recurrent disturbances such as corotating interaction regions and random events (such us impacts by coronal
mass ejections) varied considerably during this interval (Holappa et al., 2014). Lockwood, Owens, et al. (2018)
have shown that this result also holds for all of the full ap index data sequence (i.e., for 1932–2016) and all
years of the aa index data (for 1868–2016).
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Figure 1. Scatter plots of f[X > Xo], the fraction of days in a given year for which the daily mean of a parameter X exceeds its
95th percentile Xo computed over the whole data set, as a function of the annual mean of that parameter <X >τ=1yr.
In each panel, the mauve line is a third-order polynomial ﬁt to the data points, constrained to pass through the origin.
(a) For the Ap index (Ap being daily means of ap, data available for 1932–2016), for which the 95th percentile is Apo = 38;
(b) for the Dst index (data for 1957–2016), for which the 5th percentile Dsto = 53 nT (note in this case, because Dst is
increasingly negative as activity increases, Dsto is the 5th percentile and f[Dst<Dsto] is shown); (c) for the AE index (data for
1967–2016), for which the 95th percentile is AEo = 650 nT; (d) for the AU index (data for 1967–2016), for which the 95th
percentile is AUo = 228 nT; (e) for the AL index (data for 1967–2016), for which the 5th percentile ALo = 444 nT (note in
this case, because AL is increasingly negative as activity increases, ALo is the 5th percentile and f[AL<ALo] is shown);
and (f) the power input into the magnetosphere for a coupling exponent of α = 0.44, Pα (data for 1963–2016, although
some years are omitted as data availability is too low—see Paper 1), for which the 95th percentile is Pαo = 2.73 Po, where Po
19
is the mean Pα for all available data. In Paper 1 we derive an optimum value for Po of 0.38 × 10 W (although note that
unlike Pα/Po, this value is very sensitive on the derived coupling function, α) which yields an absolute estimate of the
19
95th percentile for the power input into the magnetosphere of Pαo = 1.04 × 10 W.

Figure 1 stresses how ubiquitous this result is for space weather indices. Because the distributions maintain an almost constant shape, the number of events in each year above a given ﬁxed threshold shows a
monotonic variation with the average value for that year (see Lockwood et al., 2017). Figure 1 is for an
example τ of 1 day, showing scatter plots of f[X > Xo], the fraction of days for a given year in which
the daily mean of a parameter X exceeds its 95th percentile (X > Xo, where Xo is computed from the
whole data set), as a function of the annual mean of that parameter <X>. Figure 1a is for the ap index
using all the available data (for 1932–2016); Figure 1b is for the Dst index (1957–2016); Figure 1c the AE
index (1968–2016); Figure 1d the AU index (1968–2016); Figure 1e the AL index (1968–2016); and
Figure 1f the power input into the magnetosphere, Pα, computed from interplanetary data for a coupling
exponent α = 0.44 (1996–2016, although some years are not used as data gaps are too numerous and too
long, see Paper 1 and Lockwood et al., 2017). In each case, an increase in the average disturbance level
(which means increasingly negative in the cases of AL and Dst) is associated with an increase in the fraction of days with disturbance in the top 5% of the overall distribution for that parameter. The scatter is
greatest for Dst, but very small for AL, but this ﬁnding is of value to the climatology of a wide range
of terrestrial space weather disturbance indices. The mauve lines in each panel of Figure 1 are third-order
polynomial ﬁts to these data points, constrained to pass through the origin (so that fﬁt[X > Xo] = 0 when
<X >τ=1yr = 0). The table in Part 5 of the supporting information gives the coefﬁcients for these ﬁts for
each index and also the values of Δrms, the root-mean-square (rms) of the fractional ﬁt residuals. These
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conﬁrm that the AL index has the lowest scatter. In fact, the rank order by Δrms is very revealing and
shows a dependence on the latitudinal difference of the observing stations from the auroral oval. If
we consider that the origin of this behavior is the power input into the magnetosphere, the close adherence to the relationship by AL is consistent with this index being a good indicator of power released
from the geomagnetic tail lobes as part of the storage/release behavior. If this is indeed the case, the
fact that AU agrees slightly less well indicates that the power input to the magnetosphere is a slightly
less good predictor of the directly driven current system. The AE index is midway between AL and AU
in its behavior, being the difference of the two (AE = AU-AL where AL is negative). The next closest
agreement is the Ap index, which is a planetary index recorded at middle latitudes that is very sensitive
to the substorm current wedge and so well correlated with AL (see the supporting information ﬁle
attached to Paper 1). The agreement for the Dst index is still good but not as good for the other geomagnetic indices. Ideally, if the relationships shown in Figure 1 all arose from the power input to the
magnetosphere, then the relationship for Pα/Po would be stronger than for all the geomagnetic indices.
However, the scatter is greater for Pα/Po than for any of the geomagnetic indices except Dst. We have
repeated the analysis for Gα/Go where Gα = Pα/sin4(θ/2), and hence is the power input without the IMF
orientation factor, and Go is the overall average of Gα. Note that whereas the geomagnetic indices have
availability of essentially 100%, that of Gα is 96% and that of Pα is 86% for daily means (because, as
described in Paper 1, we require just nine samples in an hour to give an error below 5% for all the parameters used to compute Gα, whereas for the IMF orientation factor the same error requires 50 samples in
an hour). Interestingly, Δrms is considerably smaller for Gα/Go than for Pα/Po and so much of the scatter
for Pα/Po is introduced by the IMF orientation factor. This may be associated with the limitations of the
IMF orientation factor used, but it seems likely that data gaps also contributed to the additional scatter
for Pα/Po. What does seem to be clear is that the scatter gets increasingly larger for geomagnetic indices,
which are inﬂuenced by currents other than the nightside auroral electrojet because they employ stations that are further away from it.
We stress here that although the bulk (or “core”) of the PDFs are usually best ﬁtted by something like a
lognormal distribution (e.g., Riley & Love, 2017), the extreme tail of the distribution is not generally well
described by the core distribution and so the result will not, in general, hold for the number of the most
extreme events (Redner, 1990). In studies of extreme events using “extreme value statistics” (EVS), a lognormal distribution has often been combined with a differently shaped tail (e.g., Riley & Love, 2017;
Vörös et al., 2015). Hence, although the use of this result can tell us about the occurrence of “large” events
(in the top 5%), we should not expect it to hold well for the most extreme events. The relationship of large
storms in the tail of the core distribution to extreme event “superstorms” is discussed further in Paper 3
(Lockwood et al., 2018b).
In the present paper, we exploit a number of ﬁndings that were presented in Paper 1 (Lockwood, Owens,
et al., 2018), namely, (1) that statistical studies of solar wind-magnetosphere coupling and coupling functions that employ data from before 1995 are unreliable and likely to be seriously in error because of the
presence of more and longer gaps in the interplanetary data series; (2) the coupling exponent determining
the power input to the magnetosphere, α, shows no signiﬁcant variations with averaging timescale, τ, and
the optimum value is α = 0.44 at all τ studied (which was varied between 1 min and 1 year); (3) annual
values of power input to the magnetosphere Pα derived from combining annual means of the component
interplanetary factors (the “average-then-combine” method) are not exactly the same as annual means of
Pα that are computed at high time resolution and then averaged (the “combine-then-average” method);
however, they are a usable approximation to within an error of about 5%; and (4) the uncertainty in the
α estimate inﬂuences the magnitude of the average power into the magnetosphere, Po, but has negligible
effect on the waveform of the variation in Pα and hence on the ratios Pα/<Pα >τ=1yr. The last point, (4),
comes from further consideration of Figure 7 of Paper 1. Part (b) of that ﬁgure shows that the estimate
of the average power into the magnetosphere, Po, rises hyperbolically with α such that the maximum
range of ﬁtted α (0.40–0.48) causes a variation in Po between 0.3 × 1019 and 0.6 × 1019 W. However, part
(d) of that ﬁgure shows that the distributions of Pα/Po are very similar for this range of α, all being lognormal in form. This is quantiﬁed in part (c) of the ﬁgure, which plots the ratios of Pα/Po to the values for the
optimum α = 0.44. This weak dependence of Pα/Po on the precise values of α around the optimum value is
also reﬂected in the ﬂat-topped nature of the correlograms shown in Figures 4a and 5a of Paper 1. Thus,
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although the estimate of the absolute level of power input to the magnetosphere (averaging Po for all
data and <Pα >τ=1yr tor annual means) depends strongly on the value of α, the waveform of the variation
in Pα (that is tested by correlation studies) is only weakly dependent on α in the uncertainty range around
the optimum value.

2. Analysis of the Contributions to the Magnetospheric Power Input
The derivation of the equation for the power input to the magnetosphere (given in Paper 1) is reprised in the
supporting information ﬁle attached to this paper for completeness. This derivation uses the dimensional
analysis of Vasyliunas et al. (1982) with the analytic expression for the solar wind dynamic pressure inﬂuence
on the stand-off distance of the subsolar magnetopause (Farrugia et al., 1989) and the cross sectional area
that the magnetosphere presents to the solar wind (Roelof & Sibeck, 1993). This ﬁle also includes a review
of why the IMF magnitude is used (B) instead of the component transverse to the Sun-Earth line (BT) and a
conﬁrmation that the best IMF orientation factor is sin4(θGSM/2), using 20 years’ data of both 1-min and
3-hr resolution and with many fewer, and much shorter, data gaps.
The result that the annual distribution of the normalized power input into the magnetosphere
<Pα >τ /<Pα >τ=1yr has an approximately constant, quasi-lognormal form is a purely empirical one.
Figure 2 gives an initial indication of why it applies, by looking at the annual distributions of
R = log10(<X >τ=1min/<X >τ=1yr) where X is one of the parameters of near-Earth space that contributes
to Pα. Equation 6 of Paper 1 (equation (S7) in the supporting information) shows that relevant parameters
are the mean ion mass of the solar wind, msw; its number density, Nsw; its speed, Vsw; the strength of the
IMF frozen-in to the solar wind ﬂow, B; the clock angle that the IMF makes with the north in the GSM
frame of reference, θGSM (deﬁned by θGSM = arctan(|ByM|/BzM), where ByM and BzM are the Y and Z components of the IMF in the GSM frame); Earth’s magnetic moment, ME; and a constant k3. We here group
terms according to their exponent in the expression for Pα. If the ratio (<X >τ /<X >τ=1yr) is lognormally
distributed, R will be normally distributed about a mode and mean value of zero. Figures 2a, 2c, 2e, and
2g show the annual distributions of R for 1996–2017 (inclusive) for 1-min averages (τ = 1 min) where X is,
respectively, the IMF, B; the solar wind mass density, mSWNSW; the solar wind speed, VSW; and the IMF
orientation factor, sin4(θGSM/2). In each case, the vertical axis gives N/1,000, where N is the number of
1-min averaged samples in bins of R that are 0.01 wide. There are 11.13 million 1-min samples for which
all parameters in Pα are available out of a possible total of 12.10 million for this interval, an availability of
92.1%. All the plots show similar distributions in the different years. Those for B, mSWNSW, and VSW, in
parts (a), (c), and (e) do indeed reveal near-Gaussian forms (on the logarithmic scale, R). They are not
exactly Gaussian: that for VSW is slightly asymmetric and the peaks for mSWNSW tend to be slightly below
the ideal value of 0 (however, as noted below, the weighting of the mSWNSW factor in Pα is small). The
corresponding right hand plots (b), (d), and (f) show the variations in the variances of these distributions
in R, σ R for each year (normalized to their overall means for all years, that is, σ R/<σ R>). By deﬁnition, the
mean of each of these variations is unity, shown by the horizontal black line in each plot, and the surrounding gray areas show plus and minus one standard deviation about this mean. These show the variance is constant from year to year to within 6.9% (at the 1-sigma level) for B, 7.9% for mSWNSW, and
11.2% for VSW.
The distribution is quite different for the sin4(θGSM/2) factor shown in Figure 2g. The annual distributions of R
in Figure 2g show that sin4(θGSM/2) is far from lognormal in form (note the very large number of samples at
R = 1, corresponding to sin4(θGSM/2) = 0: The peak N is always for the extreme bin plotted at R = 1 (which is
for ∞ ≤ R < 0.99). Note that R = ∞ and R = 0.99 correspond to (<X >τ=1min/<X >τ=1yr) of 0 and 0.1036:
Given that the average sin4(θGSM/2) for all years is 0.355 to within about 5% (Lockwood et al., 2017), this bin
covers a range of sin4(θGSM/2) of just 0 to ≈0.036 and yet 21% of 1-min samples lie in this small range of
sin4(θGSM/2) (which is for northward IMF with θGSM less than about 51.8°). N varies between 57,530 and
68,225 for this sin4(θGSM/2) bin, depending on the year. However, Figure 2h shows that the year-to-year variability is low for sin4(θGSM/2), with σ R/<σ R> being constant to within 3.2% at the 1-sigma level. To understand
the implications for the Pα/<Pα >τ=1yr distribution, we note that from the equation for Pα (equation 6 of Paper
1 and S7 of the supporting information):
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Figure 2. Analysis of annual distributions of the 11046240 1-min averages of parameters contributing to the power input into the magnetosphere, Pα for
1996–2017 (inclusive). The left-hand plots show 22 superposed annual distributions for individual years of R = log10(X/<X >τ=1yr) where X is (a) the IMF, B;
4
(c) the solar wind mass density, mSWNSW; (e) the solar wind speed, VSW; and (g) the IMF orientation factor sin (θGSM/2). <X >τ=1yr is the corresponding
annual mean value in each case. Lognormal distributions in X/<X >τ=1yr would give Gaussian distributions in R, centered on 0. The vertical axis is N/1,000,
where N the number of 1-min averaged samples in bins of R that are 0.01 wide. Note that in these left-hand plots the extreme bins are for R ≤ 0.99 and
R ≥ +0.99 and the numbers of samples in these extreme bins are given for individual years by colored tick marks on the left and right (respectively) vertical axes
4
of (a), (c), (e), and (g). There are negligibly few samples in the R ≥ 0.99 bin for all four cases (7 for B, 1770 for mSWNSW, and none for either sin (θGSM/2) or
VSW). The same is not always true for the R ≤ 0.99 bin (for which, in total, there are 1,597 samples for B, 36,818 for mSWNSW (0.3% of the total),
4
2,351,900 (21% of the total) for sin (θGSM/2) and none for VSW). In particular, the peak N in part (g) is always for this R ≤ 0.99 bin and varies between 57,530
and 68,225, depending the year. Note that in many cases these colored tick marks are indistinguishable from the x axis (at N = 0). The corresponding right-hand
plots (b), (d), (f), and (h) show the variations in the standard deviations of the distributions, σ R for each year (normalized to their overall means for all
years, that is, σ R/<σ R>). The horizontal black line in each plot gives the mean value (by deﬁnition unity), and the surrounding gray areas show plus and minus
one standard deviation about this mean.
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log10 Pα = < Pα >τ¼1yr ¼ log10 ðPα Þ  log10 < Pα >τ¼1yr
¼ log10 ðk3Þ þ a log10 ðBÞ þ b log10 ðmsw Nsw Þ þ c log10 ðV sw Þ
þd log10 sin4 ðθGSM =2Þ  log10 < Pα >τ¼1yr

(1)

where for the best ﬁt α of 0.44 found in Paper 1
a ¼ 2α ¼ 0:88

(2)

b ¼ ð2=3  αÞ ¼ 0:227

(3)

c ¼ ð7=3  αÞ ¼ 1:893

(4)

d¼1

(5)

and

Figure 9b of paper 1 shows that, to a good approximation (error ≈±5%), annual average-then-combine values
of Pα are equal to the combine-then-average values; hence,
< Pα >τ¼1yr ≈ k3 < B>τ¼1yr

2α

< msw Nsw >τ¼1yr

ð2=3αÞ

< V sw >τ¼1yr

ð7=3αÞ

< sin4 ðθGSM =2Þ>τ¼1yr

(6)

Substituting for log10(<Pα >τ=1yr) in (1) using (6) gives.



log10 Pα = < Pα >τ¼1yr  a log10 B= < B>τ¼1yr þ b log10 msw Nsw = < msw Nsw >τ¼1yr þ


c log10 V sw = < V sw >τ¼1yr þ d log10 sin4 ðθGSM =2Þ= < sin4 θGSM =2>τ¼1yr

(7)

Equation (7) shows that the distribution of log10(Pα/<Pα >τ=1yr) is the weighted sum of those shown in
Figure 2. The combined contribution of the terms in B, mswNsw, and Vsw remains close to Gaussian (on the
logarithmic scale of R), dominated by the distribution of VSW. However, the corresponding distribution for
sin4(θGSM/2) is very far from Gaussian. From equations (2)–(5) this last term has a weighting of
d/(a + b + c + d) = 1/4. Thus, the dependence of Pα on sin4(θGSM/2) perturbs the distribution of
Pα/<Pα >τ=1yr from the quasi-lognormal form that it would otherwise have had. However, the right-hand
panels of Figure 2 explain the small year-to-year variation in the shape of the distribution of Pα /<Pα >τ=1yr
because each parameter has a quite constant standard deviation of its R variation; that is, the standard deviation of X is approximately proportional to the mean. It should be remembered that Figure 2 is for 1-min averaged data, and it becomes important to understand the effect of the averaging timescale, τ. It is not in itself of
great importance or application in this paper that some of the parameters in Pα are quasi-lognormally distributed at high time resolution; however, it does make their evolution with τ more understandable. This is
because on averaging over a larger τ, the Gaussian distributions in the logarithmic R parameter remain
Gaussian and become narrower because of the central limit theorem (Fischer, 2011; Heyde, 2006). As a result,
the distributions of the X parameters remain lognormal but evolve in shape, becoming less asymmetric.
However, shown by Figure 2 of Lockwood et al. (2017), the highly non-Gaussian distribution of
sin4(θGSM/2), shown here in Figure 2g, varies in a complex way as the averaging timescale, τ, is increased.
In order to analyze the behavior of the distribution of power input into the magnetosphere Pα with averaging
timescale τ, we here break equation 6 in Paper 1 (Lockwood et al., 2018a) into ﬁve terms


Pα ¼ k 3 ME 2=3 F B F V F N F θ
(8)
where
F B ¼ B2α ;

(9)

F V ¼ V sw ð7=3αÞ ;

(10)

F N ¼ ðmsw Nsw Þð2=3αÞ ;

(11)

and
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Figure 3. Analysis of the FB term in Pα. (a) The annual distributions of 3-hourly values of FB/[FB]o (where [FB]o is the mean of
FB for all the data from 1995 to 2017): The number of samples N in bins of FB/[FB]o that are 0.01 wide is color contoured as
function of year. The black line shows the annual mean values, plotted in the middle of the year. (b) The normalized
distribution of FB/[FB]o for all years is shown as a gray histogram of N/Nmax, where Nmax is the peak value of N. (c) The
annual probability density of 3-hourly values of FB/<FB >τ=1yr (where <FB >τ=1yr is the annual mean of FB for the year in
question), color contoured as function of year. The blackline shows the annual mean values which, by deﬁnition, are
unity. (d) The normalized distribution of FB/<FB >τ=1yr for all years is shown by the gray histogram, which has been ﬁtted
with lognormal form with a mean of unity and a variance v = 0.120 (mauve line). (e) The logarithm of variance, v, of the
distributions.

F θ ¼ sin4 ðθGSM =2Þ

(12)

We now analyze the variation of annual means of these terms and their distributions around those means. In
each case, we take the distribution of 3-hourly means (τ = 3 hr, the resolution of range geomagnetic indices,
which is longer than the average substorm cycle duration so we are integrating over substorm cycles) as a
ratio of the annual mean value. This lets us look at the contributions of the various terms, not only to the variation in annual means of Pα but also to the distributions of <Pα >τ=3hr /<Pα >1yr.
2.1. The Effect of the IMF
Figure 3 analyzes the behavior of the term in Pα that depends on the IMF magnitude B, FB (equation (9)).
Paper 1 shows that 0.44 ± 0.02 for τ = 3 hr gives the optimum agreement with the am index (Lockwood
et al., 2018a); so the best estimate of FB reduces to B0.88. In Figure 3a, the annual distributions of 3-hourly
values of FB (normalized for convenience to its overall mean for 1995–2017 [FB]o) are shown as vertical
slices and as a function of year along the horizontal axis. We use the criterion for a valid 3-hourly mean
established in Paper 1. The number N of the 61126 valid 3-hourly means of FB/[FB]o obtained during
1995–2017 (a data availability of 91.0%) is color coded in bins of FB/[FB]o that are 0.01 wide. The back
line gives the mean values of these distributions and displays a clear solar cycle variation, with larger
values at sunspot maximum (around 2002 and 2014), as expected. The distribution for all years is shown
in Figure 3b by the gray histogram, which shows N/Nmax as a function of FB/[FB]o, where Nmax is the peak
value of N. Lockwood et al. (2017) and Lockwood, Owens, et al. (2018) have shown that the annual distributions of <Pα >τ=3hr/<Pα >τ=1yr are remarkably constant from year to year and Figure 3c investigates
the corresponding contribution of the IMF term by showing the distributions of FB/<FB >τ=1yr (where the
means FB are also taken over τ = 3 hr: Note that, hereafter, values given without the average symbols
and a τ value subscript are 3-hourly values), in the same format as Figure 3a and the number N is
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Figure 4. Analysis of the FV term in Pα in the same format as Figure 3. The normalize distribution of FV/<FV >τ=1yr for
τ = 3 hr and all years is shown in (d) by the gray histogram, which has been ﬁtted with lognormal distribution with a
mean of unity and a variance v = 0.127 (mauve line).

again counted in bins 0.01 wide. The black line shows the annual means, which, by virtue of the
normalization, are always unity. The distributions for the different years are very similar, and the
logarithm of their variances v is close to constant, as shown in Figure 3e. The distribution for all years
is shown by the gray histogram in Figure 3d, where N is again normalized to its peak value. As
expected from Figure 2a, this distribution is well matched by the best ﬁt (using least squares)
lognormal distribution shown in mauve, which has unity mean and a variance v of 0.120. The rms
deviation of the ﬁtted lognormal from the observed N/Nmax distribution is δB,logn = 2.4 × 102: We use
this parameter to compare the quality of this ﬁt to others presented in the subsequent subsections.
Note that the largest values are not as well ﬁtted, as tends to be the case for all the ﬁts to the core
distribution presented in this paper, indicating the need to use EVS to add an appropriate tail to
the distribution.
Figures 4–7 are equivalent to Figure 3 for the other factors in the equation (8). Note that the y axis scales are
the same for each panel within each ﬁgure but are not the same for all ﬁgures. We noted that some of the
parameters showed largest deviations in 2003, a solar maximum year in which the major series of
“Halloween” storms occurred during the interval 19 October to 7 November. The energetic particles associated with these storms themselves caused some data gaps, but as a test we removed the whole interval
and found no detectable differences in Figures 3–7. Hence, even the largest storms do not perturb the
distributions shown.
2.2. The Effect of the Solar Wind Speed
Figure 4 is the same as Figure 3 but for the term in Pα that depends on the solar wind speed, FV
(equation (10)). As for the IMF term, taking the distribution of 3-hourly values and dividing by the annual
mean gives a near lognormal distribution that is very similar from year to year. The solar cycle variation in
FV has almost been removed by this normalization; however, there is some residual effect of the dominance of recurrent fast streams in the declining phase of the solar cycle when Earth intersects long-lived,
fast solar wind streams (Cliver et al., 1996; Tsurutani et al., 2006) emanating from coronal holes that have
expanded to low heliospheric latitudes (Wang et al., 1996) and rotating with the equatorial photosphere
approximately every 25 days. They slightly raise the distribution variances in the declining phases (seen in
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Figure 5. Analysis of the FN term in Pα in the same format as Figure 3. The normalized distribution of FN/<FN >τ=1yr for
τ = 3 hr and all years is shown in (d) by the gray histogram, which has been ﬁtted with lognormal distribution with a
mean of unity and a variance v = 0.009 (mauve line).

Figure 4e and also as the increased difference between the mode and mean values in Figure 4c,
particularly around 2008).
The normalized distribution of FV/<FV >τ=1yr for τ = 3 hr and all years is shown in Figure 4d by the gray histogram, which has been ﬁtted with lognormal distribution with a mean of unity and variance v = 0.127
(mauve line). This is a similar, but slightly higher, variance than for the IMF factor FB. The rms deviation of

Figure 6. Analysis of the Fθ term in Pα in the same format as Figure 3. The normalized distribution of Fθ/<Fθ >τ=1yr for
τ = 3 hr and all years is shown in (d) by the gray histogram, which has not been ﬁtted with a distribution as it does not
3
match well any standard form. The mean of the annual variance values is <v > = 3.542 × 10 .
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Figure 7. Analysis of Pα in the same format as Figure 3. The normalized distribution of Pα/<Pα >τ=1yr for τ = 3 hr and all
years is shown in (d) by the gray histogram, which has been ﬁtted with lognormal distribution with a mean of unity and
a variance v = 1.788 (μ = 0.5127, mauve line) and a Weibull distribution with k = 1.0625 and λ = 1.0240 (blue line).

the ﬁtted lognormal from the observed N/Nmax distribution is δV,logn = 3.6 × 102, which is a 50% larger than
that for FB.
2.3. The Effect of the Solar Wind Mass Density
Figure 5 is the same as Figure 3 but for the term in Pα that depends on the solar wind mass density, FN
(equation (11)). Figure 4a shows that there is a very slight solar cycle variation in the distributions and
mean of FN, but none for FN/<FN >τ=1yr. Note that Figure 5a shows an increase in FN for 2017, but the
distribution of FN/<FN >τ=1yr in Figure 5c is the same as for previous years. The overall distribution of
FN/<FN >τ=1yr (Figure 4d) is much narrower than that for either FB/<FB >τ=1yr or FV/<FV >τ=1yr and
has here been ﬁtted with a lognormal of mean unity and variance v = 0.009 (mauve line). For such a
low variance-to-mean ratio, the lognormal distribution is very close to Gaussian. The rms deviation of
the ﬁtted lognormal from the observed N/Nmax distribution is δN,logn = 2.6 × 102, which is almost the
same as that for FB.
2.4. The Effect of the IMF Orientation
Figure 6 is the same as Figure 3 but for the term in Pα that depends on the IMF orientation, Fθ (equation (12)).
The shape of the distributions of both Fθ/[Fθ]o and Fθ/<Fθ >τ=1yr for this τ of 3 hr is not well described by any
of the standard parameterizations. Figure 2 of Lockwood et al. (2017) shows that this distribution evolves
from having a singular and large peak at 0 for τ = 5 min, into a lognormal form as τ increases to ≈6 hr, which
then falls in variance v as τ further increases, becoming close to Gaussian for τ > 1 day and a low-variance
Gaussian tending to a delta function at unity as τ approaches 1 year. Figure 6a shows that there is a very slight
variation in the distributions and means of Fθ/[Fθ]o, but it does not follow the solar cycle and has almost completely been suppressed in Fθ/<Fθ >τ=1yr (Lockwood, 2003; Lockwood et al., 2017; Stamper et al., 1999).
2.5. The Resulting Distribution of Pα
Figure 7 is the same as Figure 3 but for the combination of these terms, Pα (equation (7)). Given that the normalized factors in Pα (FB/<FB >τ=1yr, FV/<FV >τ=1yr, FN/<FN >τ=1yr, and Fθ/<Fθ >τ=1yr) all show very little yearto-year variation, it is not surprising that neither does Pα/<Pα >τ=1yr. The overall distribution shown in
Figure 7d is quite close to a lognormal (the mauve line is the best ﬁt with mean 1 and variance v = 1.788).
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Lognormal distributions arise when factors described by Gaussian or lognormal distributions are multiplied
together. In this case, given that FB/<FB >τ=1yr, FV/<FV >τ=1yr, and FN/<FN >τ=1yr are described by three
lognormal distributions (the last of which is of such low variance it is essentially Gaussian), so
FBFVFN/<FBFVFN >τ=1yr is a (higher variance) lognormal.
However, the normalized IMF orientation factor Fθ/<Fθ >τ=1yr at τ = 3 hr does not follow a lognormal distribution and this has a major inﬂuence on the shape of the Pα/<Pα >τ=1yr distribution. The rms deviation
of the ﬁtted lognormal from the observed N/Nmax distribution of Pα is δP,logn = 6.5 × 102, which is
roughly three times larger than that for FB and FN and twice that for FV. Visual inspection of Figure 7d
shows that the reason that this ﬁt to the Pα distribution is less good is that the lognormal distribution
cannot match both the long tail of the observed distribution and the low mode value, which suggests
a Weibull distribution. The best ﬁt Weibull distribution is described by a shape factor, k, of 1.0625, which
with a scale factor, λ, of 1.0240 gives the required mean of unity, and is shown by the blue line in Figure 7
d. For this ﬁt, the rms deviation from the observed N/Nmax distribution for Pα is δP,Wb = 6.4 × 104, which
is 1% of that for the lognormal distribution.
Hence, we have established that the power input into the magnetosphere, normalized to its annual mean
value, does not change greatly from year to year because the same is true for each of the terms that multiply together to form it. The shape of the overall distribution of Pα (at τ = 3 hr) is better ﬁtted with a
Weibull form than a lognormal form because of the inﬂuence of the IMF orientation factor Fθ. In the next
section we study why, for τ = 3 hr, the Pα distribution has the form shown in Figures 7c and 7d. In
comparing the relative widths of the factors in Pα, notice that the y axis scales in Figures 4–7 are different
and have been chosen to show relative differences visually yet also not suppress any small-scale features.
Note also that the constancy of the Pα distribution is not absolute but is a usable approximation
(accuracies that are discussed in section 4). For example, we note that in Figure 4 there is an anomalous
feature in the distribution of FV in 2003 and in Figure 6 there is an anomalous feature in Fθ in the same
year. Figure 7 shows that this does percolate through to an anomaly (albeit of smaller magnitude) in the
distribution of Pα for this year.

3. The Origins of the Magnetospheric Power Input Distribution
Figure 8 studies the evolution of the distributions of Pα/<Pα >τ=1yr and of the factors FB/<FB >τ=1yr,
FV/<FV >τ=1yr, FN/<FN >τ=1yr, and Fθ/<Fθ >τ=1yr with averaging timescale τ between 1 min and 3 hr. In each
panel, the probability density function is color coded as a function of the normalized parameter (vertical axis)
and averaging timescale τ (horizontal axis). Panels (b), (d), and (e) (for, respectively, FB/<FB >τ=1yr,
FV/<FV >τ=1yr, and FN/<FN >τ=1yr) show that the distributions of normalized terms in FB, FV, and FN hardly
change at all between τ = 1 min and τ = 3 hr, and so the plots shown in Figures 3d, 4d, and 5d apply, to a
good degree of approximation, to all timescales below 3 hr (at least down to the 1-min limit studied here).
On the other hand, Figure 8a shows that the distribution of the normalized power input Pα does change considerably over this range of τ, and Figure 8c shows that this change for Pα in large part mirrors that for the IMF
orientation factor Fθ. At τ = 1 min, the distribution is dominated by a very large number of zero and near-zero
Fθ samples and, because Fθ appears as a multiplicative term in equation (8), this generates a very large number of zero and near-zero Pα samples. For both Pα/<Pα >τ=1yr and Fθ/<Fθ >τ=1yr, the distributions evolve in
accordance with the central limit theorem (Fischer, 2011; Heyde, 2006), as discussed in Paper 3 (Lockwood
et al., 2018b).
Figure 2g shows that for τ = 1 min there is a secondary peak in the occurrence of values of
R = log10(<Fθ >1min/<Fθ >1yr) around R of 0.45 associated with IMF orientations close to southward
(explained below by Figure 9 and associated text). This peak is smaller in magnitude but broader than the
corresponding one for R near 1 because of the sin4(θGSM/2) function used for Fθ. This feature is off-scale in
Figure 8c, which plots <Fθ >τ /<Fθ >1yr (i.e., on a linear scale rather than the logarithmic scale of R) as a
function of τ. Rather than expand the scale in all panels of Figure 8 and lose important detail, in Figure S14
of Part 4 of the supporting information we repeat Figures 8a and 8c on a y axis doubled length and
scale, which enables us to see this feature and track its evolution with τ. The feature is seen in S14b at
<Fθ >τ /<Fθ >1yr ≈ 2.8 and τ = 1 min. As the averaging timescale is increased it disperses and moves toward
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Figure 8. Analysis of the origin of the Weibull distribution of <Pα >τ /<Pα >τ=1yr for τ = 3 hr and all years, as shown in Figure 7d. In each panel, the probability distribution function (PDF) for a given τ is given as a vertical slice and τ varies along the horizontal axis between 1 min and 3 hr. The panels are for (a) <Pα >τ /<Pα >τ=1yr;
(b) <FB >τ /<FB >τ=1yr; (c) <Fθ >τ /<Fθ >τ=1yr; (d) <FV >τ /<FV >τ=1yr; and (e) <FN >τ /<FN >τ=1yr.

4

Figure 9. Analysis of the 10207789 valid 1-min averages of the sin (θGSM/2) term obtained in the years 1996–2016 (inclusive). The distribution of (a) the
interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF) BY component in the geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) frame, [BY]GSM; (b) the IMF BZ component in the GSM frame,
4
[BZ]GSM; (c) the ratio, [BY]GSM/[BZ]GSM; (d) the IMF clock angle in the GSM frame, θGSM = arctan(|[BY]GSM|/[BZ]GSM); (e) sin(θGSM/2); and (f) sin (θGSM/2). In each panel
N is the number of samples per bin and Nmax is the maximum value of N. In panels (e) and (f) the nonlinear scales along the top (in small font) give the clock angle
4
θGSM (in degrees), which corresponds to the lower scale, which is sin(θGSM/2) in (e) and in sin (θGSM/2) in (f).
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average values for the same reasons that the large peak at <Fθ >1min/<Fθ >1yr ≈ 0 disperses and moves
toward average values, namely, intervals of prolonged strongly southward and northward IMF become rarer
as τ increases.
Hence, the key to understanding the distribution for Pα at τ = 3 hr is understanding the distribution of
Fθ = sin4(θGSM/2) at τ = 1 min. This investigated by Figure 9, which shows the distributions of 1-min averages
of various IMF parameters. There are 10,207,789 valid 1-min samples of the IMF and its components obtained
in the years 1996–2016 (inclusive)—an availability of 92.4%. Figure 9a shows the distribution for the IMF BY
component in the GSM frame, [BY]GSM; Figure 9b for the IMF BZ component, [BZ]GSM; and Figure 9c for the
ratio, [BY]GSM/[BZ]GSM. The arctangent of this ratio is IMF clock angle in the GSM frame, θGSM = arctan(|[BY]
GSM|/[BZ]GSM), the distribution of which is shown in Figure 9d. Figure 9d shows that IMF pointing due north
([BY]GSM = 0, [BZ]GSM > 0, θGSM = 0) is as common as IMF pointing due south ([BY]GSM = 0, [BZ]GSM < 0,
θGSM = 180°), but IMF in the GSM equatorial plane ([BZ]GSM = 0, θGSM = 90°) is twice as common. Figure 9e
demonstrates what happens when the clock angle is divided by 2 and convolved with a sine function in
sin(θGSM/2): The directly northward case gives sin(θGSM/2) = 0, the directly southward IMF gives sin(θGSM/
2) = 1, and [BZ]GSM = 0 gives sin(θGSM/2) ≈ 0.71. Note that the distribution becomes less smooth than the distribution of θGSM, which is the combined effect of binning the data into equal width bins of sin(θGSM/2) and of
sin(θGSM/2) being a nonlinear function of θGSM. What is not intuitive is what has happened to the occurrence
frequency of these values. The distribution in Figure 9e is dominated by the shape of the sine function, the
slope of which approaches 1 when θGSM/2 → 0 and approaches 0 when (θGSM/2) → 90°. This means that bins
of equal width in sin(θGSM/2) cover a smaller range of θGSM at θGSM/2 → 0 (and so contain fewer samples),
whereas they cover a larger range of θGSM at θGSM/2 → 90° (and so contain a greater number of samples).
This effect is convolved with the distribution of samples with θGSM. This greatly reduces the number of samples with sin(θGSM/2) near 0 (the quasi-northward IMF case) and greatly enhances the number of samples
with sin(θGSM/2) near 1 (the quasi-southward IMF case). This can be seen in Figure 9e. Figure 9f presents
the distribution of sin4(θGSM/2) values. It can be seen that the peak near sin(θGSM/2) = 0 has been greatly
enhanced ,whereas that near sin(θGSM/2) = 1 has been greatly diminished. The reason is that raising to the
fourth power moves values (which are all less than unity) toward 0. The lowest bin of the histogram shown in
Figure 9f (for sin4(θGSM/2) < 0.02) contains 18.94% of all valid samples. For sin2(θGSM/2) the two peaks are of
roughly the same magnitude (6.2% of the samples are at sin2(θGSM/2) < 0.02), and for sin8/3(θGSM/2) (as used
by Newell et al., 2007) the sin(θGSM/2) ≈ 0 peak is greater than the sin(θGSM/2) ≈ 1 peak, as in Figure 9f
although to a lesser extent (10.5% of the samples are at sin8/3(θGSM/2) < 0.02). An insight into this distribution
of sin4(θGSM/2) is to compare it to an alternative IMF orientation factor that is often used, namely, BS/B, where
the southward ﬁeld BS = [BZ]GSM when [BZ]GSM < 0 and BS = 0 when [BZ]GSM ≥ 0. This so-called “half-wave
rectiﬁed” function means that all [BZ]GSM > 0 samples become 0 in BS/B, and Figure 9b shows that this is true
for half of the samples. Hence the distribution of BS/B has an even larger peak at sin(θGSM/2) → 0 (51.1% of
samples are at BS/B < 0.02). The distribution shown in Figure 9f is that shown by the vertical slice at the
left-hand edge of Figure 9c. It gives the distribution of <Pα >τ /<Pα >τ=1yr for τ = 1 min a form which, because
of the central limit theorem, evolves into the neo-Weibull distribution for <Pα >τ /<Pα >τ=1yr at τ = 3 years, as
shown in Figure 8a. Because the distribution of <Pα >τ=1min/<Pα >τ=1yr is set by that for <Fθ >τ=1min/
<Fθ >τ=1yr (with its dominant occurrence of zero or near-zero values) it is, to a large degree, the nature of
solar wind-magnetosphere coupling that the coupling function has to capture, which predominantly deﬁnes
the form of the power input distribution at τ = 1 min. As illustrated by Figures 8a and 8c, this also deﬁnes the
form of the distributions at longer averaging timescales such as τ = 3 hr. Hence, the shape of the distribution
is set by the large variability of Fθ on short timescales and although variations in FN, FV, and FB inﬂuence the
mean value of Pα (and hence the PDF at every Pα value), they have very little effect on the shape of
the distribution.

4. Uncertainties Caused by Assuming the Distribution of Normalized Power Input
Is Constant
As mentioned previously, the result that the distribution of normalized power input into the magnetosphere
is almost stationary is a very useful one. It has been used by Lockwood et al. (2017) and Lockwood, Owens,
et al. (2018) to predict the distributions of power input to the magnetosphere and of geomagnetic indices
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Figure 10. (a) Probability distribution function (PDF), d, of <Pα >τ /<Pα >τ=1yr for τ = 3 hr. The black line is the overall
distribution for all 21 years (as shown in Figure 7d), and the blue lines are the values for individual years. The orange
area is the mean of the annual values, plus and minus one standard deviation. Horizontal black lines are shown for
the cumulative probability levels of 1%, 5%, 10%, and 20%. (b). The percentage deviations of d from the mean,
δd = 100(d-<d>)/<d> in the same format.

over the past 400 year from the annual means of solar wind parameters reconstructed by Owens et al. (2017).
The analysis carried out in the present paper gives us an opportunity to assess the accuracy of such
applications of this result.
The blue lines in Figure 10a show the PDFs, d, of <Pα >τ /<Pα >τ=1yr for τ = 3 years for the 21 individual
years of the 1996–2016 period. (Note that, by deﬁnition, PDFs are normalized, the integral of each curve
along the y axis being unity). The black line is the mean, and the orange area is between the mean plus
and minus one standard deviation. Figure 10b shows the deviations from the mean, expressed as a percentage, δd = 100(d- < d>)/<d > and in the same formats as Figure 10a. The horizontal lines show the
limits of the upper 1%, 5%, 10%, and 20% of the cumulative distribution function (CDF, see Figure 11).
The 1σ error in the PDF is below 11% for the lower 80% of the Pα/<Pα >τ=1yr values (the error being
±11% for the 20% threshold) but rises to ±14.5% for the 10% threshold, ±28% for the 5% threshold
and ±57% for the 1%.
However, for space weather applications we are not as interested in the probability of a given <Pα >τ value as
we are in the probability of <Pα >τ exceeding a certain threshold: In other words we are more interested in
the CDFs, c, than the PDFs, d. The CDFs are shown in Figure 11a, using the same format as Figure 10a and the
errors in the mean CDF, δc = 100(c-<c>)/<c> are shown in Figure 11b. In this case, the 1σ uncertainty in predicting an event in the top 20% of all events is ±8.5%; in the top 10% of all events is ±10%; in the top 5% of all
events is ±12%; and in the top 1% is ±40%.

5. Conclusions
We have studied why the power input into the magnetosphere, Pα (averaged over intervals of duration
τ = 3 hr), follows the distribution that is does by looking at the component terms. We use the optimum coupling exponent α = 0.44, which was shown in Paper 1 (Lockwood et al., 2018a) to apply at all timescales
between 1 min and 1 year for the geomagnetic index, with the most uniform response, am.
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Figure 11. (a) Cumulative distribution functions (CDFs), c, of <Pα >τ /<Pα >τ=1yr for τ = 3 hr, corresponding to the probability distribution functions in Figure 10. The black line is the overall distribution for all 21 years, and the blue lines are
the values for individual years. The orange area is the mean of the annual values, plus and minus one standard deviation.
Horizontal black lines are shown for the cumulative probability levels of 1%, 5%, 10%, and 20%. (b). The percentage
deviations of c from the mean, δc = 100(c-<c>)/<c> in the same format.

The solar wind mass density factor introduces the smallest variability into the Pα distribution (the
variance/mean ratio for the distribution this factor being 0.009). The factors depending on the IMF magnitude
and on the solar wind speed follow quasi-lognormal distributions of similar shape (the variance/mean ratios
being 0.120 and 0.127, respectively). These factors all contribute to the shape of the Pα distribution, but the
dominant one is the IMF orientation factor. We have shown how this arises from the nature of the optimum
coupling functions and the role magnetic reconnection in the dayside magnetopause (the reconnection voltage being strongly dependent on the orientation of the IMF vector). The distributions of the total mass density factor, the IMF magnitude factor, and the solar wind speed factor hardly change between an averaging
timescale of 1 min and 3 hr, whereas the IMF orientation factor distribution changes rapidly. At τ = 1 min the
distribution of the IMF orientation factor has a very large peak at near-zero values (see Figure 9f), which arises
from the fact that for almost exactly half of all time the IMF points northward in the GSM frame (see Figure 9b)
and so Pα is low. This peak is smoothed out as the averaging timescale as τ is increased (in accordance with
the central limit theorem). As a result, the distribution of power input into the magnetosphere at any τ is set
by the distribution of the IMF orientation factor at very high time resolution.
Given this great importance of the IMF orientation factor, it is sensible to check that we are using the best
functional form in our analysis. A great many papers have deployed coupling functions using the form
sinn(θGSM), were θGSM is the IMF clock angle in the GSM frame, but the optimum exponent, n, has been estimated to be anything between 0 and 6. The ﬁrst coupling functions that allowed for IMF orientation were
often referred to as “half-wave rectiﬁer” functions because they were set to zero the 50% of the time that
the IMF had a northward component (see Figure 9b; a reference to the signal processing effect of software
and devices that pass only one polarity of a parameter of the input signal into the output signal; Burton
et al., 1975; Murayama et al., 1980). Bargatze et al. (1986) point out that in terms of IMF orientation studies
using half-wave rectiﬁed BZM are using a factor of the form U(θGSM)cos(θGSM) where θGSM is the IMF clock
angle in the GSM frame and U(θGSM) = 1 when θGSM ≥ 90° and U(θGSM) = 0 when θGSM < 90°. Because it
is continuous in slope, and because it allows for the fact that low-latitude (between the cusps) magnetopause
reconnection is not switched off whenever the IMF is northward (Chandler et al., 1999), the sinn(θGSM)
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function has generally been seen as preferable, from Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) magnetospheric modeling Hu et al. (2009) and Fedder et al. (1991) and found n ≈ 1, but statistical estimates from observations vary
from n = 2 (Doyle & Burke, 1983; Kan & Lee, 1979; Lyatsky et al., 2007; Milan et al., 2008), n = 2.67 (Newell et al.,
2007), n = 4 (Perreault & Akasofu, 1978; Scurry & Russell, 1991; Stamper et al., 1999; Wygant et al., 1983),
n = 4.5 (Milan et al., 2012), to n = 6 (Boynton et al., 2011; Temerin & Li, 2006). The wide range in estimated
n values may be because these studies employ different indicators of terrestrial disturbance but most studies
employ interplanetary data with large data and many data gaps, which, as shown by Paper 1, introduce considerable noise. The supporting information contains an analysis of 20 years’ data of 1-min auroral SML index
values (the equivalent of AL from the very extensive SuperMAG network of magnetometers) and interplanetary data with few data gaps that are dealt with rigorously, as detailed in Paper 1. The results clearly conﬁrm
that sin4(θGSM) is indeed the best IMF orientation factor for use in Pα.
We have shown that the distribution of power input into the magnetosphere (normalized to its annual mean
value, that is, of <Pα >τ=3hr/<Pα >τ=1yr) on an averaging timescale of τ = 3 hr, is a Weibull distribution with
k = 1.0625 and λ = 1.0240 (which yields the required mean of unity). All the factors, when normalized to their
annual mean value, show annual distributions, which vary only slightly from year to year. Hence, the multiplicative product of these factors, the power input to the magnetosphere, also behaves this way.
We have studied the uncertainties inherent in using the fact that the normalized power input (and hence the
geomagnetic activity indices that correlate highly with it) has a distribution of almost constant shape and variance. For the number of events in the largest 10% the one sigma error is 10% and for events in the largest 5%
the one sigma error is 12%. Hence, the probabilities given in the space climatological study by Lockwood,
Owens, et al. (2018; which were in the largest 5% and based on reconstructed annual means) have an uncertainty of 12%, which has to be convolved with the uncertainty in the reconstructed mean value. Moving to the
more extreme events, we show that the uncertainty in using the constant shape distribution rises to 40% for
the top 1% of events. This stresses the unsuitability of this approach for the most extreme events and the fact
that the extreme tail of the distribution may show a different form and that this tail can vary in ways different to
the bulk of the distribution (e.g., Vörös et al., 2015). Studies of extreme events in the tail of the distribution will
be discussed in later papers, but here we study the bulk of the distribution and stress that the results, although
useful for deﬁning the occurrence of “large and extreme events” (e.g., in the top 5% of the overall occurrence
distribution), cannot be extended to cover the most extreme events without the use of EVS.
In Paper 3 of this series (Lockwood, Owens, et al., 2018) we will study the how the distributions of power input
into the magnetosphere and of geomagnetic indices continue to evolve with averaging timescale τ between
3 hr and 1 year. The reason this is of interest to the development of a space weather climatology is because
several studies have shown that many geomagnetic storms are the response to the time-integrated solar
wind forcing over an extended period (Echer et al., 2008; Lockwood, Owens, Barnard, Bentley, et al., 2016;
Mourenas et al., 2018; Turner et al., 2009) and also the time integration of the geomagnetic activity response
is important for space weather phenomena such as GICs (geomagnetically induced currents) in systems like
power grids (Gaunt & Coetzee, 2007; Ramírez-Niño et al., 2016) and the growth of energetic particles that can
be damaging or disruptive to spacecraft electronics (Mourenas et al., 2018). Using solar wind power input Pα
as a metric, integrated forcing over an interval of duration τ is τ × <Pα > τ . However, we note that τ × <Pα > τ
(or the time integral of another form of coupling function) is unlikely to be a fully adequate predictor because
preconditioning or multiple events may be factors (see discussion by Lockwood, Owens, Barnard, Bentley,
et al., 2016) as may impulsive events, such as sudden increases in solar wind speed (Balan et al., 2017).
Furthermore, it is not yet clear what timescale τ is most relevant to a given phenomenon. Figure 6 of
Wygant et al. (1983) is signiﬁcant because it shows that it can take of order 10 hr following a northward turning to return transpolar voltage to its base level values, which implies four or ﬁve substorms are required to
reduce excess open ﬂux (i.e., energy stored in the tail) even though the IMF is northward. Periods of northward IMF of 10-hr duration or more are rare (Hapgood et al., 1991) and so it is likely that southward IMF will
drive renewed energy storage in the tail before the magnetosphere has returned to a quiet state. Kamide
et al. (1977) showed that although substorms were more common when the IMF pointed southward, they
do occur during northward IMF if the polar cap was large (indicating large open ﬂux and hence high energy
storage in the tail), and Lee et al. (2010) show that substorms during northward IMF driven by stored tail
energy can be as strong as events during southward IMF. The ability of the tail to accumulate stored energy
means that longer periods of solar wind forcing have the potential drive extremely large events, even if the
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forcing is intermittent and bursty on shorter timescales. Lockwood, Owens, Barnard, Bentley, et al. (2016) estimate that the relevant τ may be as large as 4–5 days.
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